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Figure 1a: Entrance to pokie lounge, Royal Exchange Hotel, Brisbane, 2010 
Source: Fiona Nicoll 
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
Figure 1b: Banner advertising pokie lounge, Royal Exchange Hotel, Brisbane, 2010 
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Figure 2: Pokie at Royal Exchange Hotel, Brisbane, 2010 
Source: Fiona Nicoll 
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Figure 3: Playing Pokies poster 
Source: Steve Dobson, reproduced with permission 
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
Figure 5: Poker tournaments advertised at a hotel with a pokie lounge, Albion Charles Hotel, 
Melbourne, 2010 
Photo: Fiona Nicoll 
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Figure 6: Wanna Bet? Poster 
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Figure 7a: Feature video 
Screenshot: Fiona Nicoll 
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
Figure 7b: Feature video 
Screenshot: Fiona Nicoll 
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